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Abstract
For more than a decade the unbundling of telecommunications networks has been used as a
regulatory means to stifle competition. However, despite its assumed positive effects on
market entry and competition intensity, the negative effects on network investment
incentives are widely shown in the theoretical literature. Therefore broadband penetration
might also be affected negatively. In our paper we concentrate on the impact of local loop
unbundling and Bitstream access on broadband penetration. Using a panel of European
countries for a time period of 17 years, we find that the effect of unbundling on penetration
is positive when an intermediate level of broadband penetration has been achieved in a
country. However, this impact turns negative if the initial level of broadband penetration is
rather low or high. We argue that this confirms possible negative effects on investment
incentives, but may successfully lower prices to foster demand. These are two findings which
should be carefully considered by policy makers when deciding on unbundling policies.
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1. Introduction
Access to broadband networks 1 is widely considered to be an important driver for both
economic and social development.2 It is no surprise that given the large economic difficulties
among many —particularly European— countries, specific political strategies to stimulate
digital development have been designed (e.g., the EU initiative “Digital Agenda for Europe”)3
to pursue a wide broadband uptake in the population. However, there is a considerable
diversity in the adoption path of broadband across industrialized countries over time and
presently. 4 Hereby, countries not only face the problem of getting non-adopters on board,
but they also need to roll out even faster broadband technologies such as Fiber-to-the-Curb
(FTTC) or Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH). Therefore, experience with policies fostering broadband
penetration on old networks is needed to make appropriate decisions about future policies.
There are two main dimensions determining the penetration of broadband Internet, which
can be summarized as availability and usage. Availability enables usage, but pure availability
is not sufficient since the usage given availability is determined by demand, i.e., the
combination of service quality and price. In addition, broadband is not available everywhere,
even in countries with a generally good infrastructure. 5 Moreover, the factors are
interrelated since a high usage of available infrastructure increases demand for future
infrastructure.
Given the highly concentrated telecommunication markets, after the deregulation of the
telecom sector in Europe, for many years the main issue was to increase competition to
ensure efficiency and affordable prices. One method utilized to achieve the goal of a high
level of broadband penetration was the regulatory means of “unbundling.” This means has
now been widely adopted across European countries for the regulation of traditional

1

Broadband Internet access has been defined by the European Commission as “an access ensuring an alwayson service with speeds in excess of 144 kbps. This speed is measured in download terms.” (EC, 2013).
2
See for example OECD (2009), Katz and Avila (2010). There are also several studies highlighting the positive
effects of broadband investments for GDP, e.g., Czernich et al. (2011), Koutroumpis (2009).
3
The initiative is part of the EU 2020 strategy, http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/high-speed-broadband.
4
See OECD (2014).
5
An example is Germany, which started a government program to enhance coverage.
http://www.bmvbw.bund.de/DE/Digitales/DigitaleInfrastrukturen/Breitbandstrategie/breitbandstrategie_node
.html.
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copper-based networks. 6 Unbundling allows competitors in concentrated markets to use
parts of the incumbent’s network infrastructure. This should help to increase
complementary investment and to enhance competition in final customer markets, typically
leading to lower prices. 7 On the other hand, those obligations to share infrastructure for a
regulator-defined compensation may potentially lower the investment incentives of
incumbents, due to a direct impact on the value of the investments. 8 Given the fact that new
Fiber-based networks may also face the same concentration process, it becomes evident
that those regulatory means may also be relevant for the regulation of future networks.
In particular, taking into account these two discussed effects, it is a priori not obvious
whether the effect of unbundling on the penetration with broadband Internet is either
positive or negative. This has motivated several empirical studies to investigate this impact.
However, the results are not clear-cut. While some analyses find positive correlations of the
impact of unbundling on broadband penetration, 9 others suggest that the impact is neither
positive throughout nor statistically significant. 10 However, a number of studies find the
opposite and claim this to be a long-run impact due to a lack of investments. 11 Recent
research also distinguishes between different levels of interference, i.e., retail unbundling
and local loop unbundling. One main issue seems to be that the impact appears to be
heterogeneous across countries, depending on the particular environment. The literature
has tried to disentangle different circumstances (employment, GDP) 12 as well as timing
effects (years since unbundling), 13 but has not provided a satisfying reasoning as to when
unbundling may have a positive or negative effect. 14
The lack of understanding of the particular impact of those unbundling policies is not only
relevant from a historic perspective, but has importance for any future regulation of new
6

See Table (2).
See Cave (2006).
8
See Hausman and Sidak (2005).
9
See Grosso (2006), Garcia-Murillo (2005) for middle-income countries.
10
See Wallsten (2006).
11
See Crandall et al (2013). Pindyck (2007) finds a tradeoff between the interests of entrants for low wholesale
prices and the incumbents’ interest in long-term incentives for infrastructure investments; a discussion on the
potential negative economic effects for innovation and new investment by setting cost-based prices for an
unbundled infrastructure is presented by Hausman and Sidak (2005).
12
See Crandall et al (2013).
13
See de Ridder (2007), Boyle, Howell and Zhang (2008), Gruber and Koutroumpis (2013).
14
This is discussed in more detail in the literature review.
7
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Fiber (e.g., Fiber to the home [FTTH]) networks as well. Given the discussed trade-offs the
particular impact and the particular threats have to be considered for future policies. This is
what our paper analyzes. We use a panel of European countries’ broadband data and
investigate how the impact of (retail) local loop unbundling on penetration depends on the
achieved level of broadband penetration. We find that the the impact of unbundling on
penetration is positive when an intermediate level of broadband penetration has been
achieved. However, the effect turns negative if the initial level of broadband penetration is
rather low or high. In the tail end of the distribution investments are important, for rolling
out the general network and to close any gaps. 15 This is consistent with the earlier literature
which pronounced a negative impact of long-term investments. These findings help
regulatory agencies use the means of unbundling more specificly in situations where the
benefits over-compensate the potentially negative investment effects. These findings are
important for the regulation of future networks such as FTTH. In particular, unbundling
policies may be harmful at an early stage of deployment, while they can be beneficial after a
solid roll-out that leads to a certain high level of technology penetration.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the related literature,
in section 3 we discuss the empirical strategy including the data available. Section 4 provides
the results and section 5 concludes.
2. Literature Review
In network industries, the rationale for access regulation is to intensify competition and
therewith ensure efficiency and social welfare. Considering a static environment, with open
access to competitors, competition is increased, which decreases margins and prices
ultimately leading to a higher consumer surplus. In dynamic settings, however, as in the case
of telecommunication markets, the relationship between access regulation and welfare is
more complex. As outlined by Laffont and Tirole (2000, 7, 208), lower access prices might
increase competition in the short term, but might also undermine incumbents’ incentives to
invest in the network. Higher access prices promote greater incentives to invest 16 but
15

As a side result, we find also some more positive long-run effects of Local Loop Unbundling, also in lower
parts of the broadband distribution while we find negative of Bitstream Access on higher parts of the
distribution.
16
See e.g., Pindyck (2007), Weisman (2005) for growing investment in service quality with a growing level of
price cap.
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hamper the entrants’ use of the incumbents’ infrastructure 17 (and thus reduces
competition). As access regulation lowers market entry barriers, entrants’ might see lower
incentives to invest in own network elements since the infrastructure can be leased from
incumbents at prescribed prices. The general regulatory challenge is therefore to promote
short- and long-term investment by meanwhile encouraging competition.18
The political (and most of the academic) discussion in this context focuses on the stimulation
of a high adoption of broadband as a vital goal of access regulation. This seems to be
plausible, as penetration can be assumed to be a relatively good proxy for output and
consumer welfare by capturing both the static and dynamic effects of unbundling (see
Crandall et al 2013, 266). Therefore, the following section reviews the key arguments made
in the literature concerning the effects of unbundling on the level of broadband penetration.
From a short-term perspective, a regulator has to consider the demand-side effects of
unbundled access. Since unbundling the local loop allows competitors to use parts of the
incumbents’ network infrastructure, an increase of competition at the retail level is
expected. There are therefore positive effects on the side of the customers as lower prices
(compared to an unregulated monopolistic situation) and, accordingly, higher demand is
assumed.
The positive effects of unbundling on broadband adoption have been shown under specific
settings. Garcia-Murillo (2005), for example, suggests that such an impact exists for
countries with a middle income. However, covering 18 countries and cross-sectional data
with a time horizon limited to the year 2001, the number of observations is rather low.
Grosso (2006) also uses cross-sectional panel data on 30 OECD countries for the time period
2000 to 2005. In order to capture technology adoption effects, the assumption that potential
broadband consumers base part of their decision to consume broadband upon previous
penetration levels is applied. One result of the study is that unbundling (and therefore an
17

Bourreau and Dogan (2005, 2006); Avenali et al (2010) show that a rising access charge over time is critical to
foster competitive investment by alternative operators; an excellent literature review on broadband
investment and regulation can be found in Cambini and Jiang (2009).
18
The problem is even more complicated if one considers possible investments in complementary services.
Haucap and Klein (2012) show that in those circumstances tighter regulation may lead to benefits for the
complementary services which may even compensate for losses in the regulated market, but may also lead to
losses of investment incentives in both markets.
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increase in competition) encourages broadband penetration. This explicit inclusion of former
time periods has also been adopted by de Ridder (2007), who assumes that the effect of an
unbundling policy in a particular country and year might be a function of the number of
years unbundling has been in place. Using a panel covering 30 OECD countries for 2005 and
quite low observation numbers, the author concludes that unbundling has a statistically
significant positive effect on household penetration rates. Still, the literature has shown that
the results uncovered are presumably not robust in adding further information.19
In contrast to earlier studies, which are often limited in data availability, a more recent study
on the issue, Gruber and Koutroumpis (2013) base their analysis on a broader data basis
(covering 167 countries in the time period 2000 until 2010). The authors find that broadband
adoption is encouraged in several ways by regulatory unbundling. What is vital is the
consideration of diverging (technological and regulatory) diffusion patterns across countries
over time. If local loop unbundling is in place, the effects of its introduction and subsequent
year-effects on broadband penetration are found to be always positive and significant.
However, the effects reach a peak in the third year after the introduction of unbundling and
then they diminish (Gruber and Koutroumpis, 2013, 182, 192). Their study highlights
important dynamic aspects without, however, describing the underlying mechanism in place
to determine the effects observed. Contrary to those studies, the literature finds several
examples where the effects of unbundling on broadband penetration are either negative or
insignificant.
The effects of mandatory access on static efficiency and in particular investment incentives
depend to a large extent on how access prices are regulated. If entrants have to pay low fees
in order to get access, an increase in penetration, caused by higher incentive for entrants to
provide services is expected. As confirmed by Distaso et al (2006), who find for the time
period 2000 to2004, covering 14 countries, that a lower price of LLU stimulates broadband
adoption.

19

However, as also outlined in more detail by Crandall et al (2013, 267), Boyle, Howell and Zhang (2008) correct
the approach of de Ridder and reverse his results.
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However, many studies claim that by setting low access prices investment incentives for
incumbents may determine broadband adoption in the middle and long-run.20 A study by
Wallsten (2006) uses a panel of 30 OECD countries and shows that any positive effect of local
loop unbundling as well of bitstream access vanishes if someone controls for country and
year fixed effects. However one drawback is that the timeframe considered is rather short.
This neutral effect also corresponds to findings by Distaso et al (2006), showing that
competition in the retail market does not play a significant role for broadband adoption. 21
In a recent study, Crandall et al. (2013) use a panel from OECD countries for the period
between 2001 and 2010 —and therefore extend the time period of Wallsten (2006)—to
study the long-term impact on broadband penetration rates. They use an OLS approach
controlling for several economic drivers as well as the time since the DSL introduction and
can identify even a negative correlation.
One reason for this possible negative effect is related to the possible negative dynamic
effect, caused by a reduction of investment incentives. 22 In European telecommunications,
which is relevant for the sample we use, national regulators widely adopt a regulatory
approach, which includes the idea of a “ladder of investment,” as proposed by Cave (2006).
The concept of a ladder should reflect the idea that entrants acquire, as a first “rung,” access
to the incumbents’ infrastructure at a level which typically requires little investment to
provide a service (e.g., resale) and are supposed to climb this ladder henceforth, motivated
by increasing prices for the climbed rungs. 23 Even if the real validity of the ladder of
investment is challenging, empirical approaches did not verify its clear existence
(e.g.,Hausman and Sidak 2005) and practical problems in its implementation exist, 24 the
ultimate goal to invest in new lines is clearly stated. This possibility of platform competition
is assumed to bring greater benefits in various terms, e.g., in long-term pricing and the
20

For an overview of the most current studies, see Crandall et al. (2013, p. 268).
Denni and Gruber (2005), find contrary findings using semi-annual data from the US, including the years 1999
until 2004. The authors are able to show the positive effects of intra-platform competition (incumbents vs.
entrants) on broadband penetration. However, over time, this positive influence is found to disappear.
22
See also Grajek and Röller (2012) on the negative impact of regulation on investments.
23
The underlying idea is that service-based entry and facility-based entry are seen as complements, with the
ladder of investment as a means to solve the trade-off, that service-based entry promotes short-run
competition and facility-based entry fosters long-run (and therefore sustainable) competition (Bourreau et al
2010).
24
As an example, Poel (2006) reports on the practical problems of increasing access prices in the Netherlands.
21
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consideration of innovations and investment. Bouckaert et al (2010), covering data of 19
OECD countries in the time period 2003 to2008 and a sufficient number of observations,
identify platform competition as a main driver for broadband diffusion. As the final customer
is still served by the same subscriber line, local loop unbundling does not lead to interplatform competition. This is confirmed by Bacache et al (2014), who do not find that local
loop unbundling leads to new infrastructure deployment.
3. Empirical strategy
3.1 Data
The dataset used in this study is based on different sources. The first data we use is the
World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators database, provided by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU). This dataset contains statistics on ICT access for countries
worldwide on an annual basis and provides us with the broadband penetration, which is
labeled as “Fixed (wired)-broadband subscriptions per 100 inhabitants.” We clearly do not
consider mobile broadband and rely only on fixed subscriptions. Given the used sample, this
is a reasonable assumption. Since we want to identify the effect for a segment of
comparably developed countries we take into account a panel of 16 EU and non-EU
countries 25 throughout the years 1997 to 2013. The broadband penetration develops in an Scurvature, as can be seen in table (1). 26 This diffusion process is characteristic of the
adoption of a new technology over time in a market. 27 Since investment requirements differ
significantly, depending on where on the diffusion curve technology is, 28 the impact of
mandated infrastructure is assumed to depend on the given spread of a technology.

25

The countries are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK. For other countries, such as
Luxembourg, our data availability was not sufficient.
26
Our study diverges to several previous studies that use further information as GDP, population density to
describe differences across countries. However, we use country fixed effects that take account of this particular
information more precisely as those can be summarized as time-invariant country-specific heterogeneity,
which is exactly what we consider due to fixed effects estimation.
27
The first illustration of the cumulative adoption of an innovation over time as a horizontal S-shaped curve was
done by Rogers (1995).
28
Applied to the fixed telecommunications sector, this means high initial investments in local loop broadband
access were required (e.g. Bouwman et al. (2006), Gruber and Koutroumpis (2013). But also to connect remote
households with broadband access after broadband technology has been widely spread, is assumed to require
a particular high level of investment. This is often encouraged by governmental activities; see, for example, the
United Kingdom: https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/transforming-uk-broadband.
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Table 1: Fixed broadband subscriptions per 100 inhabitants over time

Source: ITU data

We are primarily interested in identifying the introduction effect from distinct levels of
mandated infrastructure division. Therefore, we collected information on the formal
introduction of Local Loop Unbundling (LLU) and Bitstream Access (BSA). A key difference
between the two levels of access is the amount the entrant has to invest to get access to the
incumbents’ network.
Local loop unbundling occurs when entrants have to build a core network down to the local
exchanges of the incumbent, and to install their own broadband equipment.29On the other
hand, with Bitstream access the entrant leases access to the incumbents’ high bandwidth
architecture. The latter chooses the technology and decides on its investment plan.30
Therefore, we understand Bitstream Access to be a type of retail unbundling. Since for Local
Loop Unbundling a higher level of investment is needed (compared to Bitstream Access), we
assume Bitstream Access increases retail competition more quickly.
29

This is the installation of a Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexers (in short: DSLAMs) in the incumbent’s
local exchanges.
30
Bourreau and Dogan (2004); However, entrants need to invest in a data network of their own, see Bacache et
al (2014).
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To collect information on the formal introduction of the two means in the countries under
observation we use various sources. The particular introduction date is taken from OECD
(2005), Cullen International 31 and DIW (2006). Moreover, as the identification of the exact
date of the formal introduction of an access obligation was not always easy, e.g., in cases
where an unbundling offer was potentially given on the market before the authority
requested it, we conducted a small survey ourselves. Therewith, we addressed the
respective National Regulatory Authorities and asked them for the date of their first formal
obligation on the incumbent to share access in terms of LLU and BSA. 32 The following table
(2) provides a detailed overview of the data sources:
Table 2: Introduction Dates Local Loop and Bitstream Access
Full Unbundling
Source

Year

Bitstream Access
Source

Country

Year

Austria

1999

OECD 2005, RTR

2000

RTR

Belgium

2000

OECD 2005: in place since 2001_3;
BIPT Annual Report 2001: 2000_12

2001

BIPT

Denmark

1998

OECD 2005

2000

Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland

1996
2000
1998
2001
2001

OECD 2005
OECD 2005: 2001_1; ARCEP
OECD 2005, Cullen
OECD 2005, EETT
OECD 2005

2004
2001
2006
2006
2000

Italy

2000

OECD 2005, AGCOM

2000

Netherlands

1999

OECD 2005: (since 1997_12 available);
OPTA Guidelines 1999_3;
Implementation EC Directive 2001_1

OECD 2005
FICORA 2004
ARCEP
BNetzA
EETT
Cullen International
Gallo E./Pontarollo, E, in: DIW
(2006), p. 10

2003

Norway
2001
OECD 2005; NPT
2001
Portugal
2001
OECD 2005; ANACOM
2000
Spain
2001
OECD 2005
1999
Sweden
2000
PTS
2004
Switzerland*
2007
COMCOM
2007
UK
1999
OFCOM
2004
* Special case Switzerland: Here LLU and BSA are regulated not ex-ante, but ex-post

31

Gallo E./Pontarollo, E, in: DIW
(2006), p. 10
NPT
ANACOM
Cullen International
PTS
COMCOM
OFCOM

Cullen International is a regulatory consultancy in Brussels which undertook encompassing data collection on European
telecommunication markets.
32
Up to our knowledge LLU and BSA remained in place until end of 2013 after their introduction. One exception is the
Netherlands, where the regulators decision to introduce bitstream in May 2003 has been overruled by Court in December
2003 (Baacke 2006, 3). Therefore, we treat only 2003 as being regulated with BSA.
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3.2 Econometric Model
In order to analyse the impact of the regulatory introduction of local loop and retail
unbundling we investigate controlled correlates of broadband penetration with the two
unbundling policies (local loop unbundling and retail unbundling). The main issue we are
concerned with is the unobserved heterogeneity across our units of investigation as well as
omitted variable bias. We tackle this by controlling for country-fixed effects as well as a
linear time trend. Moreover, we control for past broadband penetration, which allows the
observed variety to be captured. This allows us to consider unbundling as a heterogeneous
policy (LLU as well as BSA). We estimate the following relationship:
BBPi ,t f (Unbundlingi ,t −1 + BBPi ,t −1 + Unbundlingi ,t −1 xBBPi ,t −1 + TimeTrend i ,t + CountryFEi )   
=

Where BBPi,t is the broadband penetration rate, Unbundling is a vector of different
unbundling strategies (LLU,BSA, interactions of both or none), to capture the heterogeneity
of the different policies,BBPi,t-1 , controls for past broadband penetration since we assume
that the past usage also has an impact on current penetration. The interaction between
Unbundling and BBP ( Unbundlingi ,t −1 xBBPi ,t −1 ) is used to investigate for which parts of the
penetration distribution we can find heterogeneous effects of unbundling. This allows us to
go further than the existing literature when there is a potentially positive or negative impact
of unbundling on the penetration rate. To analyse the past penetration rate we use, besides
the linear form, also a non-linear one and use the quartile of each countries penetration
distribution (between 1997 and 2013) to interact this with the Unbundling variable. We use
country individual effects as in all countries the S-shaped distribution is nearly close to the
satisfaction rate, however, with different end values. The variable TimeTrendi ,t captures a
linear time trend to capture an international trend to more general usage, for instance, given
by an increasing supply of applications. 33 CountryFEi takes care of unobserved countrywide
heterogeneity that is time-invariant.

33

Given the small size of the data a non-linear time trend using annual dummies cannot be used since this
would lead to too many degrees of freedom for the estimation.
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The estimation remains a controlled correlation and can neither infer causality since good
instruments are missing, nor can it add many more controls given the limited sample size,
which may lead to a course of dimensionality. Still, it adds more details than the existing
studies and can in particular explain the heterogeneous effects of unbundling found in the
literature.
4. Results
Table (3) provides the basic estimates for the relationship between unbundling and
broadband penetration. Column (1) provides a simple OLS regression correlating LLU and
BSA with broadband penetration and positive correlations showing that in the years with
higher broadband penetration, the values are more prevalent. Since unbundling has been
introduced and is not observed to have been abolished, the estimation clearly overestimates
the impact, not controlling for the time trend. Column (2) considers this time trend such that
the coefficient for LLU turns out to switch to a negative value, as BSA also does, but in
addition, BSA becomes insignificant. This corresponds to the results found, for instance, by
Crandall et al. (2013) for a similar framework, identifying a negative effect of LLU. Column (3)
now uses a fixed effects regression with the country being the level of the fixed effects.
While the effect for BSA turns positive again, the impact of LLU remains negative. However,
both effects become insignificant. A major issue in many studies is that they do not take into
account the broadband penetration in earlier periods. This is considered in column (4) by
introducing the lagged penetration rate. Controlling for past broadband penetration leads to
a change in the estimations results for LLU as the sign of the coefficient switches again.
Similar, the effect for BSA becomes significant. The now positive sign in LLU is similar to the
result found by Gruber et al. (2013). However, their results are for a very different sample of
more worldwide countries which have very heterogeneous conditions. These initial
conditions captured by the earlier penetration rate may now be a reason for the different
conditions.
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Table 3:
dependent Var:
Broadband Penetration

LLU (1 lag)

BSA (1 lag)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

OLS

OLS

Fixed Effect

Fixed Effect

11.3044***

-2.0268**

-2.6036

1.6151**

(1.7939)

(0.9595)

(1.612)

0.6416)

10.0369***

-0.4795

1.9061

2.1596***

(1.8801)

(1.1428)

(1.5056)

(0.4393)

Broadband Penetration
(1 lag)

0.8764***
(0.0235)
2.8293***

2.6869***

0.0858

(0.1327)

(0.153)

(0.0748)

0.0716

-5655.3942***

-5371.0957***

-170.9672

(0.8356)

(265.2136)

(306.5286)

(149.3979)

R²

0.37

0.7894

0.8997

0.9805

Observations

231

231

231

208

Year

Constant

Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in parentheses. Fixed Effects on country level.
***, **, * statistically significant at1, 5, 10% level.

Table (4) investigates the interaction with the past broadband penetration rate. Column (1)
introduces the interaction terms of LLU and BSA with the past broadband penetration rate.
The main coefficient remains positive for both LLU and BSA, but the interaction with the past
penetration rate becomes negative for LLU. However, the impact of BSA becomes
insignificant and must be interpreted as zero. The coefficient for LLU indicates that, given a
particular size of the overall penetration rate (approximately 12-13%), the positive
coefficient switches from positive to negative. This indicates that the impact of unbundling,
but is dependent on the particular size of the already achieved penetration. Clearly, the
interaction remains linear in column (1) so that column (2) investigates non-linearity in the
13

relationship between unbundling and past penetration. Column (2) therefore uses an
interaction between LLU and an indicator variable capturing in which quartile of the lowest
and highest observed value for penetration within the time series of a particular country the
observation lies. It becomes evident that the interaction is very different for each quartile. In
particular, in the two mid-quartiles there is hardly any effect of the interactions while in the
first and last quartile there is a strong negative effect that outweighs slightly the positive
basic effect. This result indicates that in the mid-range of penetration, positive effects can be
gained with LLU, but negative effects are to be expected in the first and last stages of
diffusion. This finding corresponds to the observed findings that investments are particular
relevant if a network is initially set up and connected to the last regions, which are probably
the most rural and unprofitable regions. The effect can also be explained by the not working
ladder-of-investment shown by Bacache et al. (2014), since the ladder of investment expects
that after entrants gained enough market shares they may be more prevalent to invest into
networks to get the last users on board. The same analysis is provided for BSA in column (3).
Here we can observe that in the outer tails of the distribution the interaction effect of
unbundling is also negative for penetration while it is zero for the mid-parts. The overall
effect seems to be close to zero in the tails with the effect for the first quartile being slightly
negative. This non-linearity disentangles the impact of unbundling on the broadband
penetration such that the differences between the findings in the literature can be
explained.
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Table 4:
dependent Var:
Broadband Penetration
Broadband Penetration (1 lag)

LLU (1 lag)

LLU x Broadband Penetration (1 lag)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Fixed Effect

Fixed Effect

Fixed Effect

0.9554***

0.9298***

0.9211***

(0.1354)

(0.0329)

(0.0299)

2.1693***

2.0748***

1.8001***

(0.5373)

(0.5474)

(0.5024)

1.0596

1.6357***

2.2019***

(0.622)

(0.3663)

(0.3928)

-0.1719***
(0.0207)

BSA (1 lag)

BSA x Broadband Penetration (1 lag)

0.1449
(0.1085)

LLU x BBP_quart1 (1Lag)

-2.2083***
(0.398)

LLU x BBP_quart2 (1Lag)

0.2078
(0.4868)

LLU x BBP_quart3 (1Lag)

0.0205
(0.4939)

LLU x BBP_quart4 (1Lag)

-2.4454***
(0.5144)

BSA x BBP_quart1 (1 lag)

-2.3904***
(0.4254)

BSA x BBP_quart2 (1 lag)

0.1746
(0.4842)

BSA x BBP_quart3 (1 lag)

0.2044
(0.5148)

BSA x BBP_quart4 (1 lag)

-2.0960***
(0.5778)

Year

0.0023

0.0138

-0.0028

(0.0867)

(0.0806)

(0.0801)

-3.9229

-26.789

6.3248

(173.1751)

(161.2228)

(160.2349)

R²

0.9843

0.9844

0.9837

Observations

208

208

208

Constant

Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in parentheses. Fixed Effects on country level.
***, **, * statistically significant on 1, 5, 10% level.
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The differences in the two unbundling strategies may be explained in the speed of diffusion
of the two policies. While BSA will increase retail competition more rapidly, LLU may require
time since investments have to been made. Therefore, table (5) analyzes the difference in
the timing using lags for the two different policies. Column (1) uses the first three lags of
each unbundling variable. Interestingly, the first two are insignificant for the LLU while the
third is significantly positive. This corresponds to the findings of Gruber and Koutroumpis
(2013) showing that the effect of unbundling is strongest after three years. The opposite can
be observed for the BSA variable. Here, the first is significantly positive, while the second
and third are insignificant. Column (2) now investigates whether the interactions between
the penetration quartiles used in table (2) are also relevant in this context. It can be shown
that the overall impact of LLU is positive and is even more relevant in the first quartile, while
it is negative for interaction of the third and fourth (with the overall effect being positive for
the third and close to zero for the fourth). This indicates that the impact considering a lag
can be positive. Column (3) provides the same analysis as column (2) but now for BSA. The
level effect, however, remains insignificant, which corresponds to the insignificant effect of
column (1) for the third lag. The interactions for the third and fourth quartile become
significantly negative such that a negative long run effects are to be expected. This is
consistent with a lower investment requirement for BSA and may be explained by crowding
out of other entrants or incumbents investments. Column (4) now estimates the quartiles of
the first and third period of LLU and penetration showing that the finding of table (2) and
column (2) table (3) hold, indicating that shortly after the introduction of LLU there is a
negative impact of LLU unbundling on the tails of the lagged penetration, but a positive for
the mid-distribution. However, there is a lagged positive impact of the LLU after a couple of
periods for the whole distribution, pronounced in the first quartile as well as a slightly
negative, but close to zero in the last quartile. The reasoning of these results may be
explained by the longer timeframe until positive demand side effects can be generated,
while the negative incentive on investment directly arises. Given the small data, it is hardly
possible to describe which effects dominates, but it clearly shows that a regulatory agency
has to take into account various trade-offs when deciding on a policy. 34

34

We cannot provide the same estimation of BSA as in column (4) provided with LLU, because the particular
distribution of BSA leads to the usage of too many degrees of freedom for the observation and failing F-Test.
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Table 5:
dependent Var:
Broadband Penetration
Broadband Penetration (1 lag)
LLU (1 lag)
LLU (2 lag)
LLU (3 lag)
BSA (1 Lag)
BSA (2 Lag)
BSA (3 Lag)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Fixed Effect

Fixed Effect

Fixed Effect

Fixed Effect

0.8648***
(0.0278)
0.4848
(0.4085)
0.0937
(0.303)
2.0031***
(0.4574)
1.7553***
(0.5123)
0.178
(0.438)
0.9559
(0.5923)

LLU x BBP_quart1 (3Lag)

0.8878***
(0.0305)
0.3977
(0.432)
0.0689
(0.314)
1.6237***
(0.4021)
1.6293***
(0.4916)
0.0476
(0.4195)
0.7778
(0.5619)
0.9402
(0.5584)

0.8754***
(0.0313)
0.4373
(0.4134)
-0.0069
(0.3306)
1.7994***
(0.436)
1.6356***
(0.5026)
0.1246
(0.4295)
0.8036
(0.6832)

1.2005***
(0.3744)
-2.2997***
(0.4278)
0.5464
(0.5019)
-0.6683
(0.4615)
-0.5847
(0.4251)
-0.0564
(0.5302)
-0.8492*
(0.4408)
-1.6630***
(0.5344)

LLU x BBP_quart1 (1Lag)
LLU x BBP_quart2 (3Lag)

1.0550**
(0.4489)

LLU x BBP_quart2 (1Lag)
LLU x BBP_quart3 (3Lag)

-0.7438*
(0.4237)

LLU x BBP_quart3 (1Lag)
LLU x BBP_quart4 (3Lag)

-1.5872***
(0.5178)

LLU x BBP_quart4 (1Lag)
BSA x BBP_quart1 (3 lag)
BSA x BBP_quart2 (3 lag)
BSA x BBP_quart3 (3 lag)
BSA x BBP_quart4 (3 lag)
Year
Constant
R²
Observations

-0.066
(0.0765)
132.7543
-152.9251
0.9831
200

-0.0041
(0.1027)
9.0471
-205.3995
0.9852
200

0.9181***
(0.0339)
1.0056**
(0.456)
0.2681
(0.2934)
1.5541***
(0.3926)
1.6582***
(0.3173)

0.4385
(0.5729)
0.7384
(0.5555)
-0.9031*
(0.4894)
-1.8600***
(0.5714)
0.013
(0.104)
-25.0805
-207.8822
0.9849
200

-0.0358
(0.0964)
72.4109
-192.7306
0.9863
200

Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in parentheses. Fixed Effects on country level.
***, **, * statistically significant on 1, 5, 10% level.
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5. Conclusion
Our paper adds new insights to the discussion about the effects of unbundling on broadband
penetration. In particular, we are able to show that previous results showing an either
positive or negative impact of unbundling can be confirmed and explained by the given level
of broadband penetration. Depending on the initial level of broadband penetration the
effects of broadband can be either positive or negative. This ambiguous effect can be
explained by the different necessity of investments. We conclude that unbundling policies
should be used when there is a need to stifle demand side effects when a proper network
has already been rolled out. These findings can help policy makers to design policies
intended to foster broadband usage more carefully. To be more precise, they can also
indicate when implementing a tight regulation may backfire. Therefore the nonimplementation of such a policy may be the better option.
This is particularly relevant when deciding on new networks such as FTTH. Hereby, in the
case of young, not fully developed, networks, mandated infrastructure access may not
promote the penetration of technology usage. Thus accordingly, the installation of
unbundling may be an option at a later stage of the penetration development, if there is no
infrastructure competition.
As a side result, we are able to show that the long-run effects of LLU are different to those of
BSA. While we can observe more positive long-run effects of LLU, BSA seems to have
negative long-run effects on developed networks.
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